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Article In Brief...
Throughout the course of human history, God has worked
His ultimate will through both miraculous and providential
ways. Skeptics have argued that a loving, all-powerful
God cannot exist in light of the evil and suffering that
is in the world. By factoring God’s providence into the
discussion, the “problem of evil” does not rationally or
philosophically challenge the existence of God. In addition, an understanding of providence can help those who
are suffering see God’s will for their lives.
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N 2008, best-selling author and
agnostic professor Bart Ehrman
wrote a book titled God’s Problem:
How the Bible Fails to Answer Our
Most Important Question—Why We
Suffer (2008). In the book, Ehrman

presented his case for how the biblical answer to the problem of evil is
insufficient. His analysis is incorrect
and lacking in many ways, but the
title of his book brings us to a crucial
question regarding evil—why would
Erhman and a bulk of the unbelieving world seek such an answer from
the Bible? Why put forth so much
effort attempting to refute the biblical
answer to suffering?
In truth, the “problem of evil” argument is built on the foundation of
what the Bible says about God. As
it is historically set out, the “problem of evil” contends that the three
premises (1) God is all-loving; (2)
God is all-powerful; and (3) evil

exists, cannot all be true. Where did
these three premises originate? The
third, that evil exists, is a matter of
personal experience and knowledge
that virtually all humans can know
intuitively. But the first two premises,
that God is all-loving and all-powerful,
are distinctly set forth in the Bible as
attributes of God. Without the biblical insistence that God is all-powerful
and all-loving, there would be no
“problem of evil.” With that in mind, it
would be unfair and dishonest for the
skeptic to demand that the Christian
answer the problem of evil without
reference to the Bible. Yet, that is
precisely what Ehrman and others
expect. They attempt to discredit
the biblical answers to the problem
of evil. These attacks against the
Bible’s answer have been unsuccessful
(Warren, 1972; Miller, 2015). In fact,
one of the most impressive responses
to evil is the biblical understanding
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of God’s work through providence.
For the purposes of this discussion,
we will define providence as the way
God orchestrates His will through
natural laws. This idea is contrasted
with God’s miraculous intervention
in human affairs. A miracle, such
as Jesus walking on water or God’s
empowering Moses to put his hand
into his cloak and it become leprous,
is a recognizable overriding of certain
natural laws. God’s providence, on
the other hand, is seen in cases where
God works through natural laws to
accomplish His will.
To illustrate this difference, let us
consider specific examples. In 2 Kings
19, the story is told of Sennacherib’s
campaign against the land of Judah.
The evil king and his Assyrian army
encircled Jerusalem and were confident that they would soon crush the
city. That did not happen, because
one night an “angel of the Lord went
out, and killed in the camp of the
Assyrians one hundred and eightyfive thousand; and when the people
arose early in the morning, there
were the corpses—all dead” (2 Kings
19:35). This episode is a clear example
of God miraculously intervening in
human affairs. On a different occasion,
the prophet Micaiah warned Ahab,
the king of Israel, that he would be
destroyed if he attacked Ramoth
Gilead. Ahab ignored the warning
from God’s prophet and attacked
the city anyway. In the course of the
events, “a certain man drew a bow
at random, and struck the king of
Israel between the joints of his armor”
(1 Kings 22:34). Ahab died of his
wound exactly as God had foretold.
Ahab’s death, however, came about
through what we would call natural
events, not miraculous ones.
Another contrast between providential and miraculous involvement
can be seen in the lives of Mary and
Hannah. In the New Testament narrative of Jesus’ birth, the Bible states that
Mary would miraculously conceive

Jesus even though she was a virgin
(Matthew 1:18-25). In contrast, we
read about the birth of Samuel to
Hannah. She prayed earnestly for
a son and God answered her prayer.
Hannah’s conception and birth of
Samuel, however, were not miraculous
but came about through her union
with her husband Elkanah (1 Samuel
1:19-20; see Jackson, “A Study of
Divine Providence”). Samuel’s birth
provides an excellent illustration of
God’s providence.
Throughout the course of human
history God has worked His will
through miraculous and providential
means. In many eras of history He
has used both at the same time, but
in some instances and epochs, He has
worked primarily through providence
with very little or no recognizable
miraculous activity. It is important
to understand this truth, since it is
often affirmed that if God has worked
miracles in the past to aid his people,
then He “should” be doing the same
today. For instance, Bart Ehrman
demands, “If he [God] could do
miracles for his people throughout
the Bible, where is he today when
your son is killed in a car accident, or
your husband gets multiple sclerosis,
or civil war is unleashed in Iraq, or
the Iranians decide to pursue their
nuclear ambitions?” (p. 274). This idea
is well-illustrated on Marshall Brain’s
Web site whywontgodhealamputees.
com (2014). According to Brain, the
fact that God does not miraculously
regrow limbs proves that He is imaginary. In chapter 5 of his material, he
says, “Nothing happens when we
pray for amputated limbs. God never
regenerates lost limbs through prayer….
Does God answer prayers? If so, then
how do we explain this disconnection
between God and amputees?” (2014).
Notice that Brain and Ehrman insist
that if God is capable of miracles, then
we should be seeing them now. But
why must that be the case? Could it
be that an all-knowing God has very

good reasons why He is not at work in
the same miraculous ways He worked
in the past? In addition, the same Bible
that tells us about God’s miracles also
lays out a very strong case for God’s
working through providential means.
To demand that God must operate
in the way that we insist He operate
is more than slightly presumptuous,
especially in light of the fact that He
has given us ample information about
other ways He works.
This play by unbelievers is more
clearly seen in the proverbial story
of the atheistic professor who stands
before a class of freshmen and dares
God to strike him dead. When nothing happens, the professor glibly comments, “I thought not,” and assumes
he has made his point. Could it be
possible that there are good reasons
God does not strike the professor
dead? Certainly. Maybe God knows
the man will repent in the future.
Maybe He knows that this professor will find a cure for cancer, and
although he will lose his soul, he will
save many lives. The possibilities are
virtually endless.
Ehrman and other unbelievers challenge Christians to produce modern miracles as evidence that God

intervenes in the world today. They
do so, however, refusing to recognize
two important truths. First, even during the ages of human history when
God performed miracles, He did not
intervene to stop all suffering. People
still got sick, had accidents, broke
bones, suffered emotionally, and died.
It is as if the skeptic insists that the
Bible paints a picture of a God who
swooped in miraculously to stop all
suffering. Such was never the case.
Miracles were isolated events designed
to confirm the validity of the message
of certain divine messengers (Miller,
2003). The Bible has never presented
them as a wholesale answer to the
problem of pain and suffering. Second,
to insist that God must use miracles
today discounts the pervasive biblical
theme of providence. Throughout history, one of God’s primary modes of
operation has been to providentially
work through natural laws. To deny
that this is the case is to turn a deaf
ear to a massive amount of biblical
testimony.

A BIBLICAL CASE FOR PROVIDENCE

W

HEN many people think about

God working through miracles,
they have a picture in mind of a God
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Who periodically interrupts the flow of things, since the regular flow is a providential blessing. In another
regular flow of things and tinkers of things constantly depends on His sense, God has promised that all the
with the laws that are usually in place. power to sustain it. As Richard Bube events in the lives of those who love
They see God as an intruder into the wrote in his book The Human Quest: Him will be orchestrated in a way
that they will work together for the
natural order that He initially set up
The natural order exists only because
ultimate good.
and that He leaves alone for a large
God is constantly active in upholding
portion of time. It is as if God has
It is important to recognize what
it. God does not use natural processes
created a cosmic aquarium filled
the Bible does not say about God’s
as if they existed without him. God
with fish, rocks, hiding areas, and a
providence. There is an idea that if a
does not take advantage of natural laws
water filtering system. He sits outperson is a faithful child of God, then
to accomplish his will as if the laws
side the system watching patiently
God will make sure that he or she is
existed without him. We see immeuntil He is needed, dipping His hand
always prosperous, has a wonderful
diately why the question “Can God
into the system to add something
spouse, is blessed with children, and
intervene in a world ruled by orderly
here or take something away there.
lives a life of comfort and ease. That
laws?” is meaningless. There is no world
The problem with this view is that
is
not what the Bible says. In fact, the
ruled by orderly laws except that one
it pictures a system that somehow
Bible
is clear that those who love and
constantly maintained in existence
works independently of God. In this
follow God often experience serious
by the activity of God (1971, p. 28).
system it is thought that if God does It is because of this fact that scholar hardships and trials. Paul told Timothy
not miraculously intervene, then the John Walton defines providence as that “all who desire to live godly in
system still works fine.
“the way God acts through all so-called Christ Jesus will suffer persecution” (2
The Bible provides a picture of God’s natural processes, whether in creation, Timothy 3:12). James told his readers
activity in the world that is much nature, or history” (2001, p. 101). His to “count it all joy when you fall into
different from this model. Instead addition of the adjective “so-called” various trials, knowing that the testof a self-sustaining system that God highlights the fact that the laws of ing of your faith produces patience”
created at the beginning and pri- “nature” are perpetually dependant (James 1:2-3). Peter told his readers
marily has left to its own devices, on the supernatural God. In the term who were suffering governmental
Scripture teaches that the entire providence, then, we see God’s per- persecution not to “think it strange
system constantly relies on God. The petual upholding of the entire Universe. concerning the fiery trial which is
to try you, as though some strange
writer of Hebrews explains that God
SPECIAL PROVIDENCE
thing happened to you; but rejoice
appointed Jesus Christ as the heir of
all things and that He is presently
HE general providence of God to the extent that you partake of
“upholding all things by the word of
upholds all nature. The way the Christ’s sufferings” (1 Peter 4:12-13).
His power” (Hebrews 1:2-3). It is not term providence is usually applied, Even the Lord was disciplined in
that at one time (but not now) He however, refers to God’s coordination obedience by the things which He
created and upheld the world, but of events in order to bring about spe- suffered (Hebrews 5:8). God does
that He is at present still uphold- cific desired outcomes. This has been not promise that everything that
ing “all things.” Paul confirmed this referred to as God’s special providence. happens to those who love Him will
idea in Colossians when he spoke of It often is spoken of in the Bible as it be good. Instead, He promises that
Jesus, saying “All things were created is seen in the lives of those who fol- they will work together so that the
through Him and for Him. And He low him (May, 2014, p. 14). We see end result is good.
is before all things, and in Him all the difference between general and
BIBLE EXAMPLES
things consist” (Colossians 1:16-17). specific providence when we compare
OF SPECIAL PROVIDENCE
Notice that not only was Jesus active Matthew 5:45, which says that God
in the Creation, but the created world “makes His sun rise on the evil and
continues to “consist” in Him. It is on the good, and sends rain on the Esther
important to recognize that God just and on the unjust,” with Romans
The name of God is never mentioned
originally designed a world of natural 8:28: “And we know that all things in the book of Esther. For that reason,
laws that would be ideal for Him to work together for good to those who some have questioned its inspiration
providentially use throughout the love God, to those who are the called and place in the canon. A close analycourse of human history. His use of according to His purpose.” In one sis of the book, however, shows that it
these laws to bring about His purposes sense, all life comes from God and meets the criteria for inspiration. The
is not an interruption of the regular the fact that anyone can take a breath fact that it does not use God’s name
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is significant, because the events that
happen in the book provide some
of the clearest examples of special
providence in all of Scripture.
Let us briefly summarize the story.
Esther is a Jew who lives in Shushan,
the capital of the Persian Empire. She
is orphaned, so her cousin Mordecai
raises her as if she were his. In the
course of events, the Persian king
Ahasuerus dismisses his wife and
begins the process of looking for
another. Esther is among the young
women that Ahasuerus assembles at
his palace. She surpasses the others
in talent and beauty and becomes
the new queen. Mordecai warns her
not to reveal that she is a Jew. On one
occasion, when Mordecai sat in the
king’s gate, he uncovered a plot to kill
the king. Those involved were found
guilty and the event was written in
the history book that Ahasuerus kept.
During this time, the wicked general
Haman began to advance in station
and status with the king. He hated
Mordecai because the Jew would
not bow to him. Instead of killing
Mordecai, Haman tricked the king
into issuing a decree that all the Jews
should be killed. Esther courageously
pleaded with the king to save the
Jews. Ultimately, Haman’s plot was
discovered, he was hanged, and the
Jewish people were delivered from
destruction. The most interesting
aspect of the book of Esther is the
underlying working of God through
“natural” processes throughout the
events taking place.
For instance, of all the young women
in the entire kingdom that Ahasuerus
could have picked, he chose the Jewess
Esther. Her cousin Mordecai was in
the perfect place to discover a plot
against the king’s life, and his deed
was written down in the history book.
The entry, however, went unnoticed
for many days until one “fortuitous”
night the king could not sleep. Due
to his insomnia, he ordered that the
history book be read, and it just so

happened that Mordecai’s discovery
was the chosen text. While the king
was deciding what to do to honor
Mordecai, Haman entered his presence hoping to request that the king
hang Mordecai. Instead, Haman was
instructed to parade the Jew through
the streets as one whom the king
chose to honor. Haman was later
hanged on the very gallows that he
had built to hang Mordecai.
The number of perfectly aligned
events that brought about the Jews’
salvation were not coincidences. As
John Walton noted, “If we truly understand Esther, it is not saying that there
is no God at work, but neither is it
saying that there is no circumstance.
Instead, it insists that God works
through the circumstance…. The
only way to understand how God
works is to see circumstance as one
of his agents” (p. 104). One of the
most familiar passages in the text is
found in a statement that Mordecai
made to Esther. He admonished her
to have the courage to go to the king,
even knowing that she might die.
And he said, “who knows whether
you have come to the kingdom for
such a time as this?” (Esther 4:14).
Notice that Mordecai’s statement
implies that the circumstances that
led to Esther being the queen could
have been arranged intentionally and
purposefully for her to save the Jews.
It is at this point that we need to consider an important aspect of special
providence. God performed miracles
in a way that, to the honest observer,
left no room for doubt. Anyone who
observed a miracle performed by Jesus
or another empowered spokesperson
from God, if the person was dealing
honestly with the situation, could be
sure that God’s power was directly
responsible for the event. When
considering providence, however,
God’s work is often not clear until
after the events take place, and even
then it is difficult to put a finger on
exactly how and where God was
R&R

active. Mordecai’s sentiment of “who
knows” captures this facet of providence well. We see this idea in the
New Testament as well. When Paul
wrote to his friend Philemon, he
mentioned that he had come in contact with one of Philemon’s former
slaves. This slave, Onesimus, had run
away from Philemon and become a
Christian during his time away. Paul
was sending him back, and he wrote
to Philemon, “perhaps he departed
for a while for this purpose, that you
may receive him forever, no longer
as a slave but more than a slave, as a
beloved brother” (Philemon 15-16).
Paul’s use of the word “perhaps”
echoes Mordecai’s use of “who
knows.” Both writers were acknowledging that God works through
natural, providential means. But they
were also conceding that the circumstances under discussion could only
be viewed with some uncertainty
when trying to determine exactly
what parts of their lives and the lives of
others were related to God’s activity.
As May correctly wrote, “Miracles
are clearly from God. Providence
is always ‘perhaps,’ except when God
in Scripture tells us He is working
behind the scenes” (p. 69).

Joseph
The life and times of Joseph, son of
Israel, consume the bulk of Genesis
chapters 37-50. His story provides
another clear example of God’s providence in action. Joseph’s dad favored
him above his other brothers, because
he was the son of Jacob’s beloved wife
Rachel. This favoritism led Jacob to
treat him better than his brothers,
which fueled their jealousy and hatred
toward the young man. In addition,
Joseph had dreams in which his brothers, Jacob, and Leah bowed down to
him. This infuriated his siblings all
the more.
On one occasion, Joseph was sent to
check on his brothers as they tended
their father’s flocks. They conspired
(cont. on p. 43)
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against him, captured him, and sold
him to a band of slave traders. The
traders sold him into Egypt. In Egypt,
Joseph spent many years in slavery
and in prison, but through a series of
remarkable events, became the second
most prominent man in all the land.
Due to a massive famine, his brothers
journeyed to Egypt to buy food. There
they bowed to Joseph just as he had
seen in his dreams. Eventually, Joseph
revealed himself to his brothers and
brought his family to live in Egypt.
When his father died, his brothers
feared that Joseph might seek revenge
on them. They came to him, begging
for his forgiveness. He calmed them
and said, “[D]o not be afraid, for am
I in the place of God? But as for you,
you meant evil against me; but God
meant it for good, in order to bring
it about as it is this day, to save many
people alive” (Genesis 50:19-20).
As we read through the events of
Joseph’s life, we see many people who
were not trying to help Joseph, nor
were they attempting to obey God.
His brothers sold him into slavery.
Slave traders cruelly sold him into
Egypt. His first master’s wife lied
about him. His master, Potiphar,
then threw him into prison. And the
chief butler forgot about him for two
years before bringing his name up to
Pharaoh. Obviously, the people in
Joseph’s life could not see the hand
of God, nor were they complicit in
God’s plan to elevate Joseph. In addition, many of the events were unjust,
wrong, and painful to Joseph. God,
however, orchestrated these events in
Joseph’s life so that eventually they
turned out “for good.” This is the
nature of providence.

PROVIDENCE AND HUMAN FREE WILL

A

STUDY of divine providence

naturally leads to questions about
human free will. If God orchestrates
events to bring about desired outcomes, does He force people to act
in certain ways? Does He override

human free will in order to work all-powerful God can allow those
providentially? The stories of Esther, He loves to suffer. What does knowlPhilemon, and Joseph provide us with edge of providence offer the sufferer?
the answer. God used the choices that First, an understanding of providence
the people in the stories freely made, assures us that God will never allow
and worked His providence through any person to suffer or be tempted
those choices. At no time did God in beyond his/her ability to deal with
the past, or will God in the present the suffering. Paul explained this to
or future, override a person’s free will. the Corinthian church when he wrote,
If God works His providence “No temptation has overtaken you
except such as is common to man; but
through the decisions that various
people freely choose, that must mean God is faithful, who will not allow
He knows what they will choose. you to be tempted beyond what you
Some have argued that if God knows are able, but with the temptation will
what a person chooses, then that per- also make a way of escape, that you
son is not free to choose, since he or she may be able to bear it” (1 Corinthians
is “stuck” choosing what God knows 10:13).
he/she will choose (see Barker, 2008,
When we suffer, there are times
p. 127). The flaw in this argument we may feel that we simply cannot
hinges on the difference between endure the pain and sorrow that is
knowledge and cause. Just because
crushing us. During such periods of
a person may have knowledge of an trials and troubles, we must rememevent does not mean that he caused the ber that God is still in control of
event or that the person who makes the Universe, and He has solemnly
the choice is somehow constrained promised us that He will never allow
by this knowledge. A brief thought us to suffer or be tempted more than
experiment makes this point clear. we are able to withstand. While it
Suppose, hypothetically, you knew may seem to us that we cannot hold
that a friend of yours drank coffee up under the trials we experience, if
yesterday morning. Now suppose God is all-knowing, and if God can
you could go back in time and watch providentially arrange the events
him choose to drink coffee instead of human lives to accomplish His
of milk. Did your knowledge that he ultimate desire, then we can know
would choose coffee somehow force that He will provide the strength that
his decision? Not at all. He could we need to not only endure, but even
have chosen coffee because he liked to grow through our struggles. The
the taste or wanted the caffeine. The strength He provides may not come
fact that you knew what he would in the form or way that we expect. It
do does not mean he was forced to may come through what others do for
do it or that your knowledge some- us. It may come through something
how caused it. Similarly, God knows we read in God’s Word. It may come
what every person will do. Using that through an inspiring story that we
knowledge, He can arrange events to read in a book that a friend happened
accomplish His ends through natural to lend us. Or it may come through a
circumstances.
person coming into our lives that is
suffering worse than we are and needs
HOW KNOWLEDGE OF PROVIDENCE
our help, channeling our attention
HELPS THE SUFFERER
from our own pain to constructive
ways to help others with theirs.
NE of the primary reasons to
Second, an understanding of divine
study providence is to assimilate the idea into an overall answer providence can help the sufferer underthat helps explain how a loving, stand that God can arrange events
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so that suffering can have meaning and purpose, even though it is
not inherently good. One excellent
biblical example is seen in the life of
Paul. Paul’s life after his conversion to
Christianity was eventful to say the
least. He took three lengthy missionary journeys, during which he was
often in peril. He explained to the
church in Corinth that he had been
beaten three times, shipwrecked three
times, stoned, whipped by the Jews
five times, and spent a night and day
in the ocean (2 Corinthians 11:2233). Paul often found himself trying
to escape legal authorities that were
attempting to imprison or kill him.
On one occasion, Paul was lowered
over the city wall of Damascus in a
basket to escape being captured by the
governor of the city (2 Corinthians
11:32-33). Paul’s efforts to avoid capture,
however, were not always successful.
Once, He was imprisoned and held by
the prestigious palace guard. Without
an understanding of providence, this
situation would seem to the average
observer to have a negative effect
on Paul and his preaching of the
Gospel. Why did Paul have to suffer
by being thrown in prison? Why did
the church have to suffer through
their concern for the apostle? Why
did his relatives have to endure the
mental anguish of knowing he was
imprisoned unjustly? Such questions
are legion. Paul provides us with some
insight into his situation in the letter
he wrote to the church in Philippi. He
told them, “But I want you to know,
brethren, that the things which have
happened to me have actually turned
out for the furtherance of the gospel,
so that it has become evident to the
whole palace guard, and to all the
rest, that my chains are in Christ”
(Philippians 1:12-13). Notice Paul’s use
of the word “actually.” The implication
is that at first, it would not seem like
prison would help the cause of Christ
and the furtherance of the Gospel. It
turns out, however, that even though

Paul had been unjustly imprisoned
and punished with evil intent, God
providentially arranged the events
so that the Gospel message spread.

G

CONCLUSION
OD created the world and

upholds it by the word of His
power. He designed the natural
laws that He perpetually sustains
in a way that He can work through
them to bring about His desired goals.
Throughout human history, He
has worked both providentially and
miraculously. The fact that He used
miracles in the past, however, does
not mean that He still, or must, use
them today in order to accomplish
His ultimate will. The Bible provides
extensive material on how God has
providentially worked in the past,
and how He has promised to continue this activity in the present and
future. An understanding of God’s
providence provides a vital aspect
of the Christian’s overall answer to
suffering in the world. Furthermore,
the concept of providence can help
those who suffer find meaning and
comfort through their suffering.
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Should
Christians

favor accepting Syrian refugees?
Dave Miller, Ph.D.

Article In Brief...
Bringing refugees to America from Syria and other countries should be assessed in light of God’s Word. The #1
concern of God regarding national sovereignty is the
moral and spiritual impact of refugees. The American
Founders had the same concern. The “Good Samaritan”
principle of Christianity does not imply carte blanche
importation of dispossessed peoples without regard to
the ensuing spiritual fallout.

T

HE recent civil war in Syria,
involving the Assad regime
and various radical Islamic
rebel elements and factions—both
Sunni and Shiite (Seale, 2012; “Syrian
Refugees…,” 2012; Cloud and Abdulrahim, 2013; “Migrant Crisis…,” 2015;
“Kingdom Slams…,” 2015) has resulted
in millions of Syrian Muslims fleeing
their homeland. This circumstance
has sparked a considerable discussion
among Americans and the world
regarding the propriety of refusing
to receive refugees into one’s home
country. Setting politics and other
considerations aside, the Christian’s
primary concern is to ascertain God’s
will on such a matter. What does He
want Christians to do in response to
this “humanitarian” crisis?
The only way to know God’s will on
any subject is to go to the only resource
on the planet that contains that will—
the Bible. What is God’s will regarding accepting refugees and immigrants
from other countries? Interestingly,

the only civil law code in human history authored by God Himself is the
Law of Moses. When one cares to
examine everything the Bible says
about treatment of “strangers” under
the Law of Moses, it is quickly evident
that the #1 concern of God in the
acceptance of foreigners into one’s
country is their moral, religious,
and spiritual condition. That is, God
was vitally concerned about the spiritual impact the foreigners would have
on Israel’s ability to remain loyal to
Him, untainted by moral and religious
contamination. Hence, God issued
several civil decrees that strictly regulated the acceptance of foreigners into
Israelite society. Among other strictures, foreigners were required to:
¾¾observe the Sabbath (Exodus 20:10;
Deuteronomy 5:14)
¾¾be excluded from Passover (Exodus
12:43,45—unless the foreigner was
willing to naturalize via circumcision [Exodus 12:48])
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¾¾refrain from eating blood (Leviticus
17:12)
¾¾abstain from sexual immorality,
including homosexuality, bestiality,
incest, and adultery (Leviticus
18:26)
¾¾not blaspheme the name of God
(Leviticus 24:16,22)—an offense
that at one time was upheld by
American courts (e.g., in People
v. Ruggles, the New York State
Supreme Court declared: “Blasphemy against God, and contumelious reproaches, and profane
ridicule of Christ or the Holy
Scriptures, are offenses punishable at
the common law, whether uttered
by words or writings.”)
For those who (1) believe in God and
trust God, and (2) understand that
His directives in the civil law code
given to the Israelites were “holy and
just and good” (Romans 7:12; cf. Psalm
19:7-11; Psalm 119:72,77,97,113,142,163),
then such directives—which emanated from the mind of Deity—carry
great weight in sorting out the current
discussion regarding the acceptance
of foreign refugees.
It would seem that foreigners who
immigrated to Israel were not required
by God to convert to Judaism. However, they were strictly forbidden from
engaging in any religious practices
that were deemed unacceptable according to God’s will. For example, one
of the religious precepts practiced by
the Canaanite peoples of Ammon
and Phoenicia was to offer their children as a propitiatory sacrifice to their
god Molech. Such a false religious
practice was an abomination to God.
He demanded that the death penalty
be invoked for such conduct (Leviticus
18:21). Religious freedom did not
extend to an Ammonite immigrant
to the extent that he was allowed to
practice his religion on this point; he
was to be executed if he did (Leviticus
20:2).
Contemplate the following scenario.
Suppose in ancient Israel the Moabites
attacked the Ammonites, or the
Ammonites themselves experienced

an internal political upheaval, causing
thousands of Ammonite refugees to
flee north, west, or south to the corresponding transjordanic tribal lands
of Manasseh, Gad, and Reuben (see
map on previous page). Would God
have insisted that godly love for neighbors would require that the Israelites
take them in? The relevant passages
indicate that God would not have
wanted them received unconditionally. He would not have sanctioned
a massive influx of pagan peoples into
the heart of Israelite society, bringing
their immoralities and false religion
with them, with no safeguards or
means by which to protect the moral
and spiritual health of the Israelites.
Further, what Ammonite would want
to come to Israel where he would not
be allowed to practice his religion,
and where the morals and customs
of the people would contradict his
own? One could only imagine that
Ammonites would not want to be
subjected to such rigid moral conditions. However, they most certainly
would want to come if they discovered
that they could retain their evil religious practices, get welfare money
from the Israelites, and locate in such
numbers that they could take over
local city government and schools.

French life, which he witnessed firsthand, led him to believe the population of France was incapable of
governing themselves and creating a
Republic like we enjoy. Why? Among
other concerns, he saw very little evidence of worship of the true God, and
with an air of regret, he observed: “I
do not yet perceive that reformation
of morals without which liberty is
but an empty sound” (Morris, 1888,
2:7-8, emp. added). As the storm
clouds of the Revolution were gathering over France, writing from Paris
in 1789, he explained:
The materials for a revolution in
this country are very indifferent.
Everybody agrees that there is an
utter prostration of morals—but
this general position can never
convey to the American mind the
degree of depravity…. The great
mass of the people have no religion
but their priests, no law but their
superiors, no morals but their
interest.... Paris is perhaps as wicked
a spot as exists. Incest, murder,
bestiality, fraud, rapine, oppression,
baseness, cruelty;…every bad passion exerts its peculiar energy. How
the conflict will terminate Heaven
knows. Badly I fear; that is to say,
in slavery (1:68-69,200-201, emp.
added).

He concluded that the French were
“a nation not yet fitted by education
and habit for the enjoyment of freeHE Founders of the American
dom”
(1:109). Consequently, the
Republic possessed precisely the
same concerns. To them, “freedom” Founders did not encourage immigration from such countries whose popudid not mean permission to engage
lation would seriously undermine the
in any practice deemed by Christian
underpinnings
of the American Repubstandards to be immoral or threatenlic.
[
NOTE
:
For
another example
ing to the Christian community. Conamong
many,
see
the
opinion of the
sider, for example, prominent Founder
State Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
Gouverneur Morris, who served as a
Lieutenant Colonel in the New York in Commonwealth v. Nesbit in 1859
which declared the attitude of the
State militia, was a member of the
Founders
and the nation as a whole
Continental Congress, signing both
in
its
utter
rejection of pagan
the Articles of Confederation and the
morality.]
U.S. Constitution, served as America’s
The vast majority of the Syrian refuMinister Plenipotentiary to France
during the notorious French Revolu- gees are Muslims. They do not share
tion (1792-1794), and also served in Christian values in several key, critical
points (including polygamy, treatment
the U.S. Senate. Though the French
of women, and severing limbs as
sought to establish a Republic like
America, Morris’ observations of
punishment—Miller, 2005, pp.
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177ff.,192-197). Muslim enclaves
already in America, like those in several European countries, gradually
transform their neighborhoods into
Islamic strongholds where Sharia law
is applied (Gaffney, 2015; Hickford,
2015; Hohmann, 2015; James, 2014;
Kern, 2015a; Kern, 2015b; Bailey,
2015; Selk, 2015a; Selk, 2015b; Sheikh,
2015, Spencer, 2014). Though it may
take many years, gradual encroachment on American culture due to
“immigration jihad” will conceivably
transform the U.S. into an Islamic
nation. The Founders so designed the
Republic that the citizens govern
themselves. Hence, the moral, spiritual,
and religious condition of the majority of citizens ultimately determines
which politicians are installed on
every level of government, what laws
are made, and what content the teachers will teach in public schools. In
short, the influx of Muslims will
radically transform American civilization. Such an observation hardly
constitutes racism or hate speech.

B

GOOD SAMARITAN?
UT what about the “Good Samari-

tan”? Shouldn’t Christians show
compassion? Most certainly. But
how? What does God expect in such
a situation? The story of the Good
Samaritan pertains to individuals
treating other individuals kindly. It
does not refer to God’s will regarding
the immigration policies of nations.
On the contrary, God expressed His
will with regard to immigration in
His civil law code He gave to the
Israelites. Further, when the Good
Samaritan rendered aid to the stranger
he encountered, he saw to his immediate needs (Luke 10:33-35). This
attention did not entail transporting
the man to the Samaritan’s own country or home—many miles away.
Many political and religious disturbances occur in many countries of
the world and have for thousands of
years. America has long rendered
assistance to a host of needy peoples
of various countries. Yet Christian
compassion does not—in God’s

sight—necessitate bringing large
numbers of displaced peoples to America without suitable regard for the
potential moral and spiritual threat
to the health, safety, and future of the
nation. There is nothing in the Bible
that would lead us to believe that
refusing refugees into the country is
a violation of the Bible principle of
compassion and concern for others.
Should the good Samaritan have taken
into his home a complete stranger
without regard to the man’s moral
and religious condition? Should he
have jeopardized the safety of his own
wife and children when he left to
continue his business, as the text says
he did? The Bible, in fact, teaches that
we have just as much responsibility
to be kind and benevolent to ourselves,
our families, and our fellow citizens
as we do to peoples of other countries
(Matthew 22:39; Ephesians 5:25,28).
Is God, Himself, guilty of violating
His own benevolent nature when He
placed restrictions on immigrants
and refugees to Israel? Clearly, carte
blanche reception of refugees into
one’s own country does not trump
all other considerations—not the least
of which is the spiritual impact of
that reception.
A far more rational, appropriate solution would be to assist the refugees
with returning to their own country,
or other Muslim countries, by interceding on their behalf, whether diplomatically or militarily, to right the
wrongs being inflicted on them by
their persecutors. There is nothing
about Christianity that necessitates
relocating foreigners to America who
possess conflicting—and counterproductive—moral and religious values.
So the question of receiving refugees
into the U.S. is not about “compassion,” benevolence, or Christian kindness. After all, America leads the
world in providing the greatest amount
of humanitarian assistance in the
Syrian refugee crisis (Chorley, 2015).
Rather, in keeping with God’s own
assessment of nations, the key, allencompassing issue that our national
leaders ought to be taking into

consideration is: what will be the
moral and religious impact with the
entrance of these peoples, and will
their presence over the long term affect
the ability of America to retain its
unique and historically unparalleled
status? Indeed, will the moral and
religious syncretism, that will inevitably result from such decisions, enable
the God of the Bible to continue to
bless America?
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The Editor
AP Curriculum Update
It was February of 2013—three years
ago—that we launched the Apologetics Press on-line Bible class curriculum under the title “Exploring
God’s Word.” As of February of this
year more than 7,500 have signed up
to access the curriculum at our Web
site. That number represents hundreds of churches in over 40 states
and over 30 countries, with some 150 denominations and Christian schools participating. Indeed,
thousands of children from all over the world have
been influenced for good.
Here is a biblically sound Bible class curriculum that
takes a two-year-old child through the Bible twice
before the 5th grade. At that point, 5th and 6th grade
classes utilize the A.P. Explorer Series which covers
a variety of subjects, including Christian evidences,
morality, the life of Christ, and much more. Many
activity ideas are provided in addition to audio clips
of recommended songs for each lesson. The materials through the 4th grade are free. The only material
that needs to be purchased is the Explorer Series lessons for 5th and 6th graders.

This curriculum is an “open system” format which allows for constant improvement. Those who use
the curriculum are, in fact, encouraged to offer suggestions and additions that can be incorporated into
the curriculum. Simply go to the A.P.
Web site and click on “Bible Class
Curriculum.” The curriculum page
contains all instructions for accessing the material. The curriculum director, Dr. Jeff
Miller, has worked tirelessly over the past three years
to finalize and post all lessons for the entire curriculum—a task that will be achieved within another
three months, at which point improvements on the
earliest lessons will begin again.
We think the children in your congregation will
be significantly benefitted by using this outstanding Bible class program.

Dave Miller
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for More Details

